Many neuropsychiatric diseases are associated with cognitive rigidity linked to prefrontal dysfunction. For example, schizophrenia and Parkinson's disease are associated with performance deficits on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, which evaluates attentional set shifting. Although the genetic underpinnings of these disorders can be reproduced in mice, there are few models for testing the functional consequences. Here, we demonstrate that an analog of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, developed in marmosets and recently adapted to rats, is a behavioral model of prefrontal function in mice. Systematic analysis demonstrated that formation of the attentional set in mice is dependent on the number of problem sets. We found that mice, like rats and primates, exhibit both affective and attentional sets, and these functions are disrupted by neurotoxic damage to orbitofrontal and medial prefrontal cortical areas, respectively. These data are identical to studies in rats and similar to the deficits reported after prefrontal damage in a comparable task in marmosets. These results provide a behavioral model to assess prefrontal function in mice.
Introduction
Transgenic mouse models hold promise for elucidating the genetic basis of human neuropsychiatric disorders, including addiction, schizophrenia, autism, and degenerative disorders. These diseases often involve changes in cognitive flexibility that is dependent on prefrontal cortical areas (Shad et al., 2006; Verdejo-García et al., 2006; Clarke et al., 2007; Thoma et al., 2007) . Currently, there are no good mouse models for testing prefrontal function. Here, we evaluated the rat reversal and setshifting task of Birrell and Brown (Birrell and Brown, 2000; Colacicco et al., 2002; McAlonan and Brown, 2003) for its suitability to test prefrontal cortical functioning in mice.
There is significant debate whether mice even exhibit key functions thought to be mediated by prefrontal areas in other species (Preuss, 1995; Uylings et al., 2003) . For example, the ability to shift away from acquired attentional sets is dependent on prefrontal cortex (Dias et al., 1996a; Birrell and Brown, 2000; McAlonan and Brown, 2003; Clarke et al., 2004 Clarke et al., , 2005 Floresco et al., 2006) . Although mice do seem to form affective sets, as evidenced by increased trials to acquire simple reversals (Colacicco et al., 2002; Lidow et al., 2003; Brigman et al., 2005; Glickstein et al., 2005; Izquierdo et al., 2006) , initial attempts concluded that mice do not form attentional sets (Colacicco et al., 2002; Brigman et al., 2005) . The addition of repetitive training (overtraining) (Garner et al., 2006) suggests that mice may be able to form attentional sets, although differently than rats and primates.
Frontal lobe lesions in the rat led to behavioral deficits comparable with those observed in primates (Kolb, 1984; Schoenbaum et al., 2003a; Uylings et al., 2003) . Lesions to the medial prefrontal cortical (MFC) areas reduced formation of an attentional set, as measured by the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test in primates (Nelson, 1976; Dias et al., 1996a,b; Pantelis et al., 1999; Goldstein et al., 2004) or by the perceptual attentional setshifting task in rats (Birrell and Brown, 2000) . Similar conclusions were drawn about orbital frontal cortical (OFC) regions (Schoenbaum et al., 2003a; Schoenbaum and Roesch, 2005) . Lesions to the OFC region impaired goal-directed behaviors and reversal learning, whether the choices were presented as visual stimuli in the primate (O'Doherty et al., 2003; Remijnse et al., 2005) or rat (Chudasama and Robbins, 2003) or as odormediated rewards in the rat (McAlonan and Brown, 2003; Schoenbaum et al., 2003b ). In summary, lesion studies have demonstrated correlations between structure and function of prefrontal cortical areas.
The mouse literature lacks studies to show specific correlations between prefrontal regions and cognitive function. Using a modified reversal learning and set-shift task that was developed for the rat (Birrell and Brown, 2000; McAlonan and Brown, 2003) , we show that mice form both affective and attentional sets and that their ability to shift away from these sets depends critically on the OFC and MFC regions. These results are identical to those reported in rats and similar to those reported in marmosets, providing a behavioral model in which to assess prefrontal function in mice.
Materials and Methods
Animals. Adult male C57BL/6J mice (Ͼ12 weeks old) were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. Experiments were conducted in accordance with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD)-approved protocols and the Policies on the Use of Animals and Humans in Neuroscience Research. Under sterile conditions, bilateral stereotaxic lesions were made in MFC [anteroposterior (AP), 1.9 mm; mediolateral (ML), Ϯ0.3 mm; ventral (V), 3.2 mm] or in OFC regions (AP, 2.6 mm; ML, Ϯ1.2 mm; V, 2.8 mm) of anesthetized (isoflurane) mice using established coordinates (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001) . At each lesion site, ϳ0.1 l of sterile NMDA (12.5 mg/ml in 0.9% saline; Sigma) was injected using a pulled glass pipette and a picospritzer. For control sham lesions, saline vehicle alone was injected. Each group was tested on the reversal/set-shift task after a 2 week recovery period.
Immunohistochemistry. Mice were transcardially perfused using a 4% paraformaldehyde in sodium phosphate (0.1 M, pH 7.2) fixative, cut on a sliding freezing microtome into coronal sections (50 m) and processed for immunohistochemical analysis according to standard laboratory protocols (Martins et al., 2007) . Rabbit anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) antibody was used (1:2000 dilution; Sigma), in Tris-buffered saline with 0.3% Triton X-100 and 5% lamb serum (Invitrogen). Appropriately conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) were used at a 1:6000 dilution. Sections were stained with cresyl violet to visualize cell nuclei and cytoarchitecture. Images were obtained with a Leica DMRX bright field microscope and assembled and labeled in Adobe Photoshop CS2. Extent of lesion was assessed by cresyl violet staining and affected regions were noted on scanned images from Paxinos and Franklin adult mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001) .
Reversal/set-shift task. After recovery from surgery, mice were tested on a variant of the reversal/set-shifting task developed by Brown and colleagues for rats (Birrell and Brown, 2000; McAlonan and Brown, 2003) and adapted for mice (Colacicco et al., 2002; Garner et al., 2006) (Tables  1, 2 ). Mice were food deprived to reduce body weight to 85% of the ad libitum feeding weight and habituated with testing materials for 3 d before evaluation.
At the start of each trial, the mouse was placed in the testing arena to explore two bowls with combinations of odors and digging media until digging in one bowl to signify a choice. The bait was a piece of Honey Nut Cheerios cereal (ϳ5 mg), and the cues, either olfactory (odor) or somatosensory and visual (texture of the digging medium which hides the bait), were altered and counterbalanced. All cues were presented in identical small animal food bowls (All Living Things Nibble bowls; PetSmart) that were identical in color and size. Digging media were mixed with the odor (0.01% by volume) and Honey Nut Cheerio powder (0.1% by volume). All odors were ground dried spices (Penzeys, Hershey Chocolate, or McCormick), and unscented digging media was purchased from PetSmart [KayKob, bedding, wood chips, aquarium gravel, aquarium stone, kitty litter (two types)] or local discount stores (cotton balls, feathers, moss, plastic pellets, shredded paper, perlite, bark, packing peanuts). The mice were housed in Softcard bedding. The digging media did not contain any components used in the animal bedding. On the first day of training, the mice were given four consecutive trials with the baited food bowl to ascertain they could reliably dig. All mice were able to dig for the reward. The testing was performed over a 4 d period.
Mice were tested through a series of discriminations where the exemplar pair was changed, but the dimension (odor or medium) of the correct choice remained the same. The dimension was relevant if its attributes predicted outcome. For example, if odor was the relevant dimension, then the mouse was required to choose the correct odor from each pair and ignore the attributes of the digging medium. In this example, the digging medium is considered the irrelevant dimension.
The discriminations (Tables 1, 2) were as follows: (1) a single series of simple discriminations (SDs) in which the mouse was presented with two choices of the relevant dimension and one choice of the irrelevant dimension (i.e., two odors within the same medium); (2) a single series of compound discriminations (CDs) in which the mouse was presented with the same choices of relevant dimension as in the SD and two choices of irrelevant dimensions (the exemplar used in the SD and a new exemplar); (3) a series of four intradimensional shifts (IDSs I-IV) in which the mouse was presented with compound discriminations using two novel exemplars from the relevant and irrelevant dimensions for each IDS (the relevant dimension of the correct choice (i.e., odor) was maintained throughout the discriminations); (4) a reversal discrimination (IDS IVrev) in which the mouse was presented with the same set of exemplars as in IDS IV, but the stimulus-reward pairing was reversed within the relevant dimension; and (5) an extradimensional shift (EDS) in which the mouse was presented with a novel compound discrimination, except for the first time the correct choice was an exemplar that was previously from the irrelevant dimension (the previously relevant dimension has become irrelevant).
The baited bowl was randomly presented on either side of the testing cage, and the relevant exemplar was randomly presented with the irrelevant exemplars. The trial was stopped if the mouse did not dig within 3 min in the testing cage. Stopped trials were uncommon (Ͻ3% of all trials), and they occurred most frequently during the SD. Aborted trials were not observed after completion of the CD and were not included in the latency calculations. The order of discriminations and exemplars was the same for all mice, but the direction of the EDS (odor to medium or medium to odor) was counterbalanced within each experimental group. A criterion of eight consecutive correct trials was required to complete each task. Data are reported as the number of trials to criterion and the number of errors required for each discrimination.
Data analysis. Values are reported as the mean Ϯ SEM. For trials to criteria and errors, a two-way ANOVA was used to determine statistical significance between treatment groups and discriminations, followed by Fisher least-significant difference post hoc analysis. Analysis was performed with the Statistica software package (Statsoft). Statistical significance was considered as p Ͻ 0.05, and denoted by asterisks in the figures. The order of discriminations was the same for mice, but the relevant dimension, and thus the direction of the EDS (odor to medium or medium to odor) was counterbalanced within each experimental group. The number of trials required to reach criterion (eight correct consecutive trials) was independent of choice of relevant dimension.
Results
Area-specific lesions impair reversal and set-shifting ability Lesions Studies in rats and primates show that reversal learning and set shifting reflect functions in specific prefrontal subdivisions. To assess parallel functioning in the murine prefrontal cortex, the OFC or MFC regions, as anatomically defined (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001 ), were lesioned with NMDA. Sham-lesioned control mice received infusions of saline vehicle. The neurotoxic lesions were characterized by anatomical methods. Of the group of 10 mice receiving NMDA lesions targeted to the OFC area, 8 had damage within the OFC area. For the MFC lesion group, 8 of 10 mice had selective damage within the medial wall. Representations of the lesioned areas and the range of the extent of damage for these mice are shown in Figure 1 , A and B. Cresyl violet histology demonstrated cell loss in both OFC (Fig. 1C,D) and MFC (Fig. 1 F, G) areas. Immunoreactivity for the gliotic scar marker GFAP was observed in the lesioned areas ( Fig. 1 E, H ).
Reversal set-shifting task
Mice readily performed the discriminations, as described in previous rat studies (Birrell and Brown, 2000; McAlonan and Brown, 2003) , indicating that mice respond to the rules set forth by these exemplars (Fig. 2 A) . ANOVA indicated main effects of group (F (2,144) ϭ 3.86, p ϭ 0.0232) and task (F (7, 144) ϭ 12.92, p Ͻ 0.0001). All groups learned the problems; however, the MFClesioned group required more trials to reach criterion on the SD [compare 13.5 Ϯ 1.9 (MFC area) with 10.6 Ϯ 1.0 (sham) and 10.3 Ϯ 1.2 (OFC area), p ϭ 0.0017, for both post hoc comparisons]. No differences among groups were found in the rest of the training discriminations (CD-IDS IV; p Ͼ 0.39). The relevant dimension, either odor or medium, was counterbalanced within the experimental subjects, and the same results were obtained when dimension was considered as a variable (F (1,144) , p ϭ 0.81), suggesting equivalent valence for both odor and medium. However, a decrease in response latency was observed as the discriminations proceeded, and the response latency for the IDS III was significantly less than the SD and CD latencies (supplemental Fig.  S1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Mice had more difficulty meeting criteria when the associations were reversed (Fig. 2 A, IDS IVrev) . Sham mice demonstrated reversal learning, by the increased numbers of trials required for the IDS IVrev (15.6 Ϯ 1.7) compared with IDS IV (9.5 Ϯ 0.8, p Ͻ 0.0001) (Fig. 2 A) . Mice were able to perform multiple reversal discriminations, and showed increased trials to criterion when as many as three reversals were tested (supplemental Table S1 , Fig. S2 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Neurotoxic damage to the murine OFC area impaired ability to reach criterion on reversal associations [compare 22.4 Ϯ 2.0 trials (OFC area) for IDS IVrev, p ϭ 0.0017) (Fig.  2 A) . The effect was specific to the OFC area, as mice with MFC lesions performed similarly to sham animals (16.3 Ϯ 2.3 trials, p ϭ 0.6959), but were significantly different from the OFClesioned group ( p ϭ 0.0057).
To test attentional set shifting, the reward-predicting dimension was changed, from odor to medium (or vice versa) in the EDS discrimination. Sham mice demonstrated an increase in trials necessary to achieve criterion, comparing the IDS IV (9.5 Ϯ 0.8) (Fig. 2 A) and the EDS (13.0 Ϯ 0.8, p Ͻ 0.002). OFC-lesioned mice were similar to the sham group (13.1 Ϯ 1.3 trials, p ϭ 0.65) However, the formation of the attentional set was impaired in the MFC-lesioned subjects, as the MFC-lesioned mice needed 22.3 Ϯ 2.4 trials to complete the EDS ( p Ͻ 0.0003 compared with either sham or OFC).
We also compared the numbers of errors for each task (Fig.  2 B) . Although there were effects of problem (F (7,143) ϭ 27.7, p Ͻ 0.0001), post hoc comparisons showed no differences between groups in errors made during training phase (SD-IDS IV). In agreement with the trials needed for criterion, the number of errors to complete the reversal task increased significantly from 0.8 Ϯ 0.4 (IDS IV) to 5.1 Ϯ 1.1 (IDS IVrev, p Ͻ 0.0001) in the sham mice. As expected, the number of errors made by the OFClesioned mice was greater than the sham and MFC groups (OFC, 7.6 Ϯ 1.1 errors; sham, 5.1 Ϯ 1.1 errors; and MFC, 3.43 Ϯ 0.78 errors). Post hoc analysis indicated that the difference in errors between the sham and OFC groups was significant ( p ϭ 0.0021), but not between the sham and MFC groups. In summary, only the OFC-lesioned group made more errors on the reversal task, indicating that mouse OFC area contributes to the formation of affective learning sets.
For the sham group, the number of errors also increased significantly for the EDS discrimination from 0.8 Ϯ 0.4 (IDS IV) to (2.1 Ϯ 0.4, p Ͻ 0.02), indicating set shifting. The numbers of errors between sham (2.1 Ϯ 0.4) and OFC (1.9 Ϯ 0.5) groups were the same for the EDS task ( p ϭ 0.4614). The errors made by the MFC-lesioned mice were different from the sham and OFClesioned groups on the set-shifting task (Fig. 2 B) (EDS, p ϭ 0.0003). These data indicate that lesions to the MFC area selectively alter formation of the attentional set and impair shifting between dimensions.
Set shifting is dependent on number of tasks and overtraining
In the lesion experiments (Fig. 2 A) , the mice were presented with seven discriminations (CD-IDS IVrev) with the same relevant dimension before being challenged by the set-shifting rule. This paradigm demonstrated successful set-shifting ability. However, literature reports with fewer discriminations suggested that mice were unable to form attentional sets (Colacicco et al., 2002) , and that overtraining may improve set-shifting ability (Garner et al., 2006) . Initially, we performed the task as outlined in the literature (Birrell and Brown, 2000; Colacicco et al., 2002) , and the mice demonstrated reversal learning (supplemental Fig. S2 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), but not formation of the attentional set. Examination of the trial and latency data indicated that the mice did not learn in the same manner as rats, leading us to further examine multiple components of the task. We systematically examined the effects of task number, presence and location of reversals, and inclusion of overtraining on set-shifting ability in mice (supplemental Table S2 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). To compare ex- perimental groups, we calculated the ratio of trials needed for criterion for the EDS to those needed for the preceding IDS (Fig.  3) . The main effect was observed with task number (F (2,32) ϭ 65.4, p Ͻ 0.0001). The presence or location of reversal discriminations had no effect on set-shifting ability. The addition of overtraining increased the ratio of trials (group 3, 1.72 Ϯ 0.23) (Fig. 3 ), but this increase was not significant (compared with group 2, 1.44 Ϯ 0.14, p ϭ 0.25). Therefore, mouse set-shifting ability is dependent on the number of previously encountered discrimination problems within the same dimension. In summary, these experiments yielded outcomes that suggest that mice form affective and attentional sets to solve problems.
Discussion
This study demonstrates that mice, like rats and primates, are capable of forming affective and attentional sets (Dias et al., 1996a) . Thus, sham control mice exhibited significant increases in the trials to acquire reversal learning and also shift attention between learning rules. These increases in trials show that the mice, like other species, attempt to learn rules to allow them to generalize from one problem to the next. When these rules are violated, by changes either in a previously acquired problem or attentional set, then mice require more trials to successfully complete the new problem, because they must overcome the influence of these normally helpful rules. Interestingly, in agreement with Garner et al. (2006) , mice appear to form these rules less efficiently than rats, and therefore additional presentations of similar problems are required to strengthen the formation of the attentional set. The murine response to rule changes is directly analogous to the difficulty experienced by rats and primate species when presented with reversal problems or set shifts in similar tasks. Furthermore, data presented in the current report show that, like rats and primates, the ability to overcome these rules depends in part on subdivisions within the frontal pole of the murine brain. Lesions to the OFC area caused a selective deficit in reversal learning, indicating that the OFClesioned mice had more trouble than normal overcoming the affective rule. In contrast, lesions to the medial wall (MFC area) caused a selective deficit in set shifting, indicating that the MFC-lesioned mice had more trouble than normal switching the attentional rule. These results are identical to what has been reported in rats, where damage to the OFC and MFC areas causes a double dissociation in impaired reversal learning and set shifting, respectively (Birrell and Brown, 2000; McAlonan and Brown, 2003) . Similarly in marmosets, it has been shown that OFC lesions impair reversal learning, whereas damage to lateral prefrontal cortex disrupts set shifting (Dias et al., 1996a,b; Clarke et al., 2005) . Although rodent frontal Figure 1 . Lesions demonstrate selective impairments in reversal learning and set-shifting ability. A, B, Distribution of lesioned areas. Cresyl violet staining was used to determine lesioned regions. The maximum extent of lesions is denoted by the lightest gray shading, and the minimum extent of lesions in all mice is shown by black shading. Representative affected areas, present in at least 50% of the subjects, are shown by medium gray. The figures represent n Ͼ 7 mice per group; no significant damage was observed in sections from the sham-lesion mice. Drawings were adapted from the atlas of Paxinos and Franklin (2001) . C, D, Cresyl-violet-stained sections with OFC lesions. Arrows point to lesion area. E, GFAP immunoreactivity demonstrates gliosis at the OFC lesion site; the inset shows the location of the lesion in low power image. F, G, Cresyl-violet-stained sections of MFC lesions. In these images, bilateral lesions are shown by the arrows. H, GFAP immunoreactivity demonstrates gliosis at the MFC lesion site. Scale bar: C, F, 500 m; D, G, 400 m; E, H, 200 m.
areas do not share the anatomical complexities of the primate, these areas are defined based on similarities in connectivity and function (Guldin et al., 1981; Uylings et al., 2003) . The behavioral deficits in affective and attentional sets exhibited by the mouse after circumscribed lesions to the frontal pole imply that the murine brain shares a subset of rule acquisition and problem solving abilities with the rat and primate brain. The availability of a mouse model enables rapid analysis of the cognitive consequences of genetic and developmental manipulations responsible for human neuropsychiatric disorders.
Our studies demonstrated that a single IDS discrimination is insufficient to form the attentional set in mice. However, training on multiple discriminations and exemplar sets with the same dimension yields consistent formation of the attentional set; additional IDS tests did not improve formation of the attentional set. The need for multiple discriminations is supported by response latency data that demonstrates a significant decrease only after four discriminations. This requirement may explain why our results differ from two previous reports, which have used such brief training procedures and reported an inability to generate attentional sets in mice (Colacicco et al., 2002; Brigman et al., 2005) . Our results agree with Garner et al. (2006) that additional presentations of the same dimension strengthens the formation of the attentional set. The cohort of mice used by Garner et al. (2006) included a mix of males and females of varying ages with the task performed over several months, whereas the data presented in this report are male mice. The difference in effect of overtraining may be attributable to inclusion of the female subjects, as females were observed to respond to the discrimination problems significantly differently than their male counterparts (our unpublished observation). Overall, mice perform the tasks similarly, but not identically, to their rat counterparts.
Here, the mice required the same range of numbers of trials on the discriminations to reach criterion as reported for rats (Birrell and Brown, 2000; McAlonan and Brown, 2003) and C57BL/6 mice from different sources (Colacicco et al., 2002; Garner et al., 2006) . The exemplars of texture and odor are easily discriminated by the rodents and require few trials over criterion to learn the initial training problems in contrast to two visual cues (Brigman et al., 2005 (Brigman et al., , 2006 Izquierdo et al., 2006) . In many reported versions of this task, learning does not appear to be reflected by decreasing trials to criterion as more discriminations are presented (Birrell and Brown, 2000; Colacicco et al., 2002; McAlonan and Brown, 2003; Tunbridge et al., 2004; Glickstein et al., 2005; Black et al., 2006; Lapiz and Morilak, 2006) . However, a decrease in latency to choice was used as an indicator of improved performance (Colacicco et al., 2002) . Our data demonstrated a similar decrease. Thus, our mice performed the task similarly to rats and demonstrated learning by two measures: first, the decreased latency to choice on multiple consecutive compound discriminations (CD-IDS IV), and second, the increased trials for the reversal and set-shifting discriminations.
The MFC-lesioned group demonstrated impaired learning on the first discrimination (SD), but similar performance on subsequent training discriminations. These results are in agreement with rat lesion studies using the continuous spatial-delayed alternation task (Schwabe et al., 2004) , and in instrumental conditioning (Ostlund and Balleine, 2005) . Data with MFC-lesioned rats on the eight arm-radial maze (McDonald et al., 2007) and on this reversal set-shifting task after cocaine administration in rats (Black et al., 2006) show a similar trend, suggesting that impaired Figure 2 . Lesions selectively impair performance on reversal and set-shifting tasks. A, The number of trials to reach criterion is the same for training, whereas more trials are needed for the reversal learning (IDS IVrev) and for the ID-ED shift (EDS). The OFC-lesion group required more trials to complete the reversal task (IDS IVrev), and the MFC lesion required more trials for the ID-ED shift. *Significant difference between IDS IV and either IDS IVrev or EDS; # difference between control sham group and either the OFC-or MFC-lesioned group for the specific discrimination;
& difference between the MFC-and OFC-lesioned groups for the specific discrimination. Significance is p Ͻ 0.05. Bars represent groups of n Ͼ7 mice per group. B, The numbers of errors recorded were similar between all groups during the learning phase. We systematically examined the effects of task number, presence and location of reversals, and inclusion of overtraining on set-shifting ability in mice (supplemental Table S2 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). To compare experimental groups, we calculated the ratio of trials needed for criterion for the EDS to those needed for the preceding IDS. In group 1, five separate tasks were insufficient to form as attentional set, as indicated by a ratio of ED/ID trials of 1. In groups 2 and 3, seven tasks were sufficient to form an attentional set. The main effect was observed with task number (F (2,32) ϭ 65.4, p Ͻ 0.0001). The presence or location of reversal discriminations or overtraining had no effect on set-shifting ability. Asterisks denote a significant different from group 1 ( p Ͻ 0.04).
MFC function can delay acquisition of a task. Thus, the MFClesioned mice appeared to have delayed acquisition of the initial discrimination, but eventually learned the task, as the numbers of trials to criterion and response latencies were the same as sham controls in later discriminations.
The order of the presentation of the reversal task did not alter the ability to form the attentional set, also in agreement with the overtraining concept that the EDS is dependent on the repeated presentations of the relevant dimensions (Garner et al., 2006) . Several details of our test are slightly different from previous reports, including different exemplar pairs, because of availability or response. All of our materials were tested for equivalent valence, independent of the type of discrimination. Sand and dirt, which are very naturalistic media, were avoided because the mouse stopped digging in the medium to clean its whiskers. However, these changes do not appear to significantly alter the ability of the mouse to perform the reversal learning or the set shifting. The key factor is the number of presentations of the discriminations to strengthen the learning rules.
Proper functioning of the prefrontal cortical areas is dependent on multiple neurotransmitter systems including catecholamines, serotonin, and GABA. Depletion of serotonin impairs OFC mediated reversal learning in nonhuman primates (Clarke et al., 2005) , whereas loss of dopamine in the OFC area has no effect on reversal learning (Clarke et al., 2007) . In the MFC area, imbalances in catecholamines, mainly dopamine, impaired set shifting in marmosets and rats (Tait et al., 2007; Newman et al., 2008) . In humans, loss of dopamine, along with GABA, has been implicated in decreased working memory (Lewis et al., 2005; Hashimoto et al., 2008) . Modulation of the balance of inhibitory to excitatory output appears to be critical in all species for proper prefrontal function (Wilson et al., 1994; Rao et al., 2000; Constantinidis et al., 2002; Schwabe et al., 2004; Tunbridge et al., 2004; Kim and Ragozzino, 2005; Black et al., 2006; Floresco et al., 2006; Lapiz and Morilak, 2006) . Future studies will examine the genetic and developmental pathways that lead to long-term disruptions in prefrontal anatomy and function.
